COLOR: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE A1
TACTILE EXIT
STAIR IDENTIFIER IS TO INCLUDE LEVEL NUMBER (I.E.: 1S15, 2S15, 3S15)

COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE B1
WOMEN TOILET ROOM
COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE B2
MEN TOILET ROOM
COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE B3
GENDER NEUTRAL TOILET ROOM
STAIR S1
NO ROOF ACCESS
2
1 THRU 3
EXIT DOWN
AT FLOOR 1

NOTES:
1. STAIR IDENTIFIER IS TO BE STAIR NUMBER ONLY (I.E.: WITHOUT LEVEL NUMBER)

COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
STAIR S1
NO ROOF ACCESS
1
1 THRU 3

NOTES:
1. STAIR IDENTIFIER IS TO BE STAIR NUMBER ONLY (I.E.: WITHOUT LEVEL NUMBER)
COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE C2
STAIRWELL LEVEL AT EXIT LEVEL
Severe Weather Procedures

1. Stay indoors.
2. Go to the lowest level of the building.
4. Keep away from exterior doors and windows.

COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 186M CRIMSON

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
EMERGENCY LIGHTING PROVIDED
TO TEST (REQUIRED MONTHLY)
TRIP CIRCUIT _____ AT PANEL _____
PANEL LOCATED IN ROOM _______

COLOR:
Lettering: PMS 186M CRIMSON
Background: PMS 408M GRAY

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
EMERGENCY EXIT
ELEVATOR
IN CASE OF FIRE

USE ONLY

ALL OTHER OCCUPANTS USE STAIRS

COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE E1 ELEVATOR
COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE E2
ELEVATOR
MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY
100
By Order of the Fire Marshal

NOTES:
1. MOUNT TOP OF SIGN EVEN WITH TOP OF DOOR FRAME UNLESS APPROVED OTHERWISE.

COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE F1
ROOM OCCUPANCY
The University of Kansas
Design & Construction Standards

Specialties- Signage A10.2

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

EMERGENCY EXIT ONLY ALARM WILL SOUND

COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 186M Crimson

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE F2
The University of Kansas
Design & Construction Standards

Specialties- Signage A10.2

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

FIRE EXIT
DO NOT BLOCK

(BRAILLE)
(BRAILLE)

COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

TYPE F3

0 1/2" 1" 2"
COLOR: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE F4
NOTES:
1. USE 4 1/2" WIDTH UNLESS 6" IS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN A MINIMUM OF 3/8" MARGIN ON BOTH SIDES.

COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
COLOR: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE G2A
ROOM NUMBER WITH INSERT
COLOR: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE G2B
ROOM NUMBER WITH INSERT
NOTES:
1. USE 6" WIDTH UNLESS 9" OR 12" IS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN A MINIMUM OF 3/8" MARGIN ON BOTH SIDES.
COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE G3
ROOM NUMBER WITH PERMANENT NAME
COLOR: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE G3A
ROOM NUMBER - ELECTRICAL
COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

0 1/2" 1" 2"

TYPE G3B
ROOM NUMBER - TELECOM
MECHANICAL 2500

ROOM NUMBER - MECHANICAL

COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE G3C
ROOM NUMBER - MECHANICAL
COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE G3D
ROOM NUMBER - HOUSE KEEPING

HOUSEKEEPING 2500
(BRAILLE)
ROOM NUMBER REFER TO SCHEDULE

3/8"
4"
3/8"
7/8"
1/4"
3/8"
NOTES:
1. USE 6" WIDTH UNLESS 9" OR 12" IS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN A MINIMUM OF 3/8" MARGIN ON BOTH SIDES
COLOR: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE G4
ROOM NUMBER WITH NAME
TWO LINES FOR ROOM NAME
COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE H1
ACCESSIBLE ROUTE
COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE H2
DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE - ONE LINE
NOTES:
1. HORIZONTAL RULES ARE TO BE 1/2 OF THE STROKE WIDTH OF THE NUMERIC CHARACTERS.
2. CUSTOM SIGN COPY - COORDINATE WITH THE OWNER FOR UNIQUE FEATURES AND INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR EACH PROJECT.
3. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE
COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT
SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

NOTES:
1. HORIZONTAL RULES ARE TO BE 1/2 OF THE STROKE WIDTH OF THE NUMERIC CHARACTERS.
2. CUSTOM SIGN COPY - COORDINATE WITH THE OWNER FOR UNIQUE FEATURES AND INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR EACH PROJECT.
3. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE

COLOR:
AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

TYPE H4
DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE - THREE LINES
NOTEs:
1. HORIZONTAL RULES ARE TO BE 1/2 OF THE STROKE WIDTH OF THE NUMERIC CHARACTERS.
2. CUSTOM SIGN COPY - COORDINATE WITH THE OWNER FOR UNIQUE FEATURES AND INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR EACH PROJECT.
3. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE

COLOR: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
NOTES:
1. 8 1/2" X 11" PORTRAIT INSERT ORIENTATION
   COLOR:
      Border: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT.

TYPE J1 ROOM INFORMATION INSERT
COLOR: Border: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT.

NOTES:
1. 8 1/2" X 11" LANDSCAPE INSERT ORIENTATION

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TYPE J2 ROOM INFORMATION INSERT
NOTES:
1. 11" X 17" LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION
COLOR:
   Border: AS SELECTED FOR PROJECT.

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

TYPE J3 EMERGENCY PLAN INSERT
NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCT SIGN WITH 90 DEGREE BEND ON WALL SIDE WITH 1"
RETURN FOR MOUNTING TO WALL WITH STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS
AND FINISH WASHERS.
2. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE.
3. DOUBLE SIDED TEXT UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE

SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCT SIGN WITH 90 DEGREE BEND ON WALL SIDE WITH 1"
RETURN FOR MOUNTING TO WALL WITH STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS
AND FINISH WASHERS.
2. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE.
3. DOUBLE SIDED TEXT UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.

COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE
NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCT SIGN WITH 90 DEGREE BEND ON WALL SIDE WITH 1" RETURN FOR MOUNTING TO WALL WITH STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS AND FINISH WASHERS.
2. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE.
3. REFER TO SCHEDULE FOR DIRECTION OF ARROW.
4. DOUBLE SIDED TEXT UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE
NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCT SIGN WITH 90 DEGREE BEND ON WALL SIDE WITH 1" RETURN FOR MOUNTING TO WALL WITH STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS AND FINISH WASHERS.
2. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE.
3. DOUBLE SIDED TEXT UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 293M BLUE
NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCT SIGN WITH 90 DEGREE BEND ON WALL SIDE WITH 1"
RETURN FOR MOUNTING TO WALL WITH STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS
AND FINISH WASHERS.
2. TEXT IS TO BE TITLE CASE.
3. DOUBLE SIDED TEXT UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE
COLOR:
Lettering: WHITE
Background: PMS 186M CRIMSON